Chrome-IT Topshelf

All of this traveling around leaves for a messy
vehicle. We recommend these guys for all your
detail needs. Want to make extra money? Become a
distributor or retailer.

The Google Machine

This is modular based web technology that has
been optimized for Google Search and includes
a shopping cart, or an event server, or a photo
gallery with a blog technology that out preforms
most fee based sites.

Pirate or Pyrate Games

Fun Event Games! We have a variety of games that
we play when at selected events. Pirate Hunter,
Giant Jenga, Picture This, PyRate Spy to name a
few… Sometimes Rum is involved.

Pirate Hunter

You want to be a Pirate Hunter? Simply grab
a game piece and be first to meet all the
requirements to win Pirate Booty. Cash in your
Pirate Points at our booth or with a Privateer. We
are always looking for Pirates.

Join the Crew

When you join the crew, There be much more than
you see on the surface of the website. There be a
Point System where you can win and loose points
along the way. You can earn specific discounts for
some of our favorite Pirate SWAG Privateers.

Avoid the Curse

Ahh the curse… Every Epic Pirate Adventure Needs
One. Follow the rumors to find clues both online
and at specialty locations. Be the first to find the
Treasure, but avoid the curse that protects it. You
never know what you might find.

A Great Cause...

We like to feature noble causes that could use
your Gold to help them out. See our featured
causes and help one out for rewards greater than
we can bestow on you.
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Are You Found?

A member of the crew randomly finds theirself in
your shop. They say your buisness name into their
communication device. Are you Found?

Yea or

Nay

Google Pirates

We are Google Specialists when it comes to
organic listings, Map Locations, Events and of
course our love of 360 photos. When your business
is searched we make sure you are found locally.

Technology Pirates

We work and provide technicians with a variety
of skill sets in the technology infrastructure
of small to corporate business accounts. You
can check out these service providers for more
information on long term support.

Aye Pirates in Costume

Hosting a Pirate Themed event? Want Mermaids,
Pirates, and other costumed actors for your event,
birthday, or corporate training? We may have
a Pirate, or crew for you., We are continuing to
expand our list of Actors.

Pirate Events

One of our services is a Pirate Event Server,
a website where we list events that are pirate,
mermaid, or renaissance festival related. Some
events have specialty landing pages to help
connect attendees to vendors and privateers.

Pyrates Bazaar

This is the most unusual shopping site. Most of the
products we list can be purchased directly from
a Privateer, some products we stock for various
shows. We also are starting to incorporate Pirate
Points into a reward system where you earn SWAG

The Pirate Hunter Map
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